Portable Sprung Dance Floor Care and Use

The renter is responsible for transportation and all costs incurred. The renter will coordinate pick up and return of the floor with the Alabama Dance Council. A 23-foot truck is required for full-sized floor (42 X 30). A lift gate is strongly recommended. A loaded cart weighs over 300 lbs.

Location
- The floor is stored in the Alabama Ballet’s offsite storage warehouse. Detailed information regarding access to storage site will be given the week of rental use and after all fees are received. The warehouse address is: 619 4th Ave. North, Birmingham, AL 35233.

Panels, carts, and straps
- Panels must be put back correctly into the carts.
- Each cart is labeled with title and panel distribution.
- Straps must be used to secure the carts once placed in the truck/van to prevent rolling while traveling which will damage the carts and floor. Straps are located within the storage unit with the floor. Alabama Dance Council straps are marked “Property of ADC.” Other straps in the warehouse belong to the Alabama Ballet – do not use these!

**NOTE: THE FLOOR MUST BE TRANSPORTED IN THE CARTS AND SECURED WITH STRAPS IN THE TRUCK/VAN**

Floor Security When Not In Use
- The floor must be stored in a secure site that is locked at all times when no one is using it.
- The carts must be stored in a secure site when not in use

Floor Use Outside
- When used outside on grass or any other non-asphalt surface – plastic drop cloths must be put down first in order to avoid stains and damage to under side of floor. If this is not done – then the entire security deposit will be held and additional charges will be incurred for each panel damaged.
- The floor must not be left outside overnight even if it is being used the next day at the same site.
- The floor can withstand rain but the Alabama Dance Council is not responsible for any injuries that occur due to anyone slipping on wet floor. It is up to the user to determine safety and to stop dance if the floor is too slick for use.

Cleaning the Floor
- Please use a damp mop if needed. Do not use any chemicals or sprays.
- Renter is responsible for cleaning the floor of debris and if any drinks other than water are spilled on it. [DO NOT ALLOW JUICES, SODAS, ETC.]